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04-03-2020 Nifty Sensex BSE Midcap BSE Smallcap

P/E 25.61 23.08 27.06 423.01
P/B 3.17 2.93 2.34 1.89
Div Yield 1.35 1.16 1.19 1.24
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High risk taking investors can take exposure in  
Pidilite Industries Ltd (BSE Code  500331). The stock is 
likely to keep its upward momentum alive in the short 
term.

The last one and a half week has certainly been hectic 
for D-Street, in which the headline index saw wild 
swings. All the while, we have been seeing major 

setbacks, intraday reversal and additional sell-offs. If you 
are wondering what the cause of these extravagant moves 
is, then you must know that the rapid spread of the deadly 
Coronavirus/COVID-19, which has now sickened almost 
90,000 individuals worldwide, has even claimed more than 
3,000 lives. Health officials across the globe are finding it 
difficult to contain the virus. Further, India, which was so 
far immune has too been recently gripped by the virus.

Amidst feeling of doom and gloom, the service sector 
continued to usher in heydays as widely tracked IHS Markit 
India Services Business Activity Index rose from 55.5 in 
January to 57.5 in February. In PMI phraseology, the 
50-mark threshold separates expansion from contraction.  
Further the high volatility, which had been a talk of the 
town, is caused due to the ebb and the flow of Coronavirus 
news, which seems to be cooling off from the higher levels, 
is indicating some stability for domestic markets.

On Wall Street, over the past week or so, volatility has 
recaptured authority. Massive moves in US markets have 
become a norm lately. One of the key catalysts which 
laid the red carpet for high volatility was the unscheduled 
announcement of US Fed, which lowered its target range for 
Fed funds rate by 50 basis points, was broadly anticipated 
but not until the regularly scheduled meeting in March.

Wild swings were seen post the announcement as the 
market participants feared that the emergency rate cut by 
US Fed also signals that US economy could be in a grave 
problem because of the virus outbreak. At the same time, 

some investors were concerned that the only thing the rate 
cut can do, is to help lower down borrowing costs. However, 
the cost of the fund is not the cause of worry now, as the 
corporates are facing difficulties in obtaining raw materials 
and components in an attempt to curb production. Fed’s 
rate cuts are not going to solve the supply chain issue. And, 
this fear was clearly reflected in US-treasury yield, which 
fell below one per cent for the first time ever.

Meanwhile, toning with US Fed action, IMF said that 
it would unleash an aid of $50 billion to help combat 
Coronavirus. IMF would like to see funds used first to 
bolster health-care systems and then for targeted fiscal 
stimulus programs and help liquidity, Director Kristalina 
Georgieva said.

The pattern analysis show that Nifty trades below all 
its key moving averages but at the same time, Nifty is 
finding its feet near and respecting the double bottom 
pattern support that exists in the zone of 11,020-11,100. 
Also, supportive efforts have been emerging at 78 per cent 
retracement of the entire up move of September low to 
all-time high level. At present, the index appears to be in 
consolidation of a broad range of 11,036 to 11,433 and 
going ahead, any break above or below this range, would 
give a clear direction to the index. Currently, the chemicals 
and pharmaceuticals stocks are in demand and likely to 
be on traders and investors’ radar. It is essential to note 
that Nifty is still not entirely out of the woods yet as it 
has all the risks of facing a selling pressure again at higher 
levels. It would be wise not to get all excited in a short-
covering led move and start calling a bottom and buying 
aggressively. Yes, some initial evidence is there on the charts 
of an important support but buy slow and staggered. The 
confirmation of strength would only be after Nifty closes 
above 11,433 levels along with the broad participation of 
stocks.

Editorial
Defending 11,000-mark 
is crucial for Nifty!

Subscribers can send their feedback and queries on  
technicals portfolio guide to fnieditor@dsij.in
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FUNDAMENTAL RECOMMENDATION

TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATION

REVIEW

Honeywell Automation India Limited is engaged in the 
manufacturing of electronic systems and components, 
repair and maintenance and also of trading of machinery, 
equipments and supplies. On the standalone quarterly 
financial front, the net sales increased by 11.01 per cent 
to Rs 901.20 crore in Q3FY20, from Rs 811.79 crore in 
Q3FY19. PBDT for Q3FY20 stood at Rs 205.94 crore, a 
growth of 51.54 per cent as compared to Rs 135.90 crore 
in Q3FY19. In Q3FY20, the net profit rose by 69.05 per 
cent to Rs 144.74 crore as compared to Rs 85.62 crore 

52-Week H/L: `39,499.50 / 21,415.00   FV: `10  Equity: `8.84Cr.{{{{{{Ticker : 517174   BUY: `34,106.25 Target: `38,000

in Q3FY19. Considering the company’s strong financial 
performance for the quarter, a positive growth trend is 
likely to be seen. Hence, we recommend a BUY.

We had recommended Hindalco Industries in volume no. 
36, issue no. 10 (dated December 30, 2019), when the scrip 
was trading at Rs 214.70. The company is engaged in the 
production of aluminium and copper products. The stock 
was previously recommended due to a planned expansion 
of its Utkal Alumina Refinery leading to a strong growth 
outlook for Hindalco. In Q3FY20 on consolidated basis, 
the company’s revenue decreased by 12.09 per cent to Rs 
29,197 crore from Rs 33,213 crore in Q3FY19. PBDT for 
Q3FY20 stood at Rs 2,766 crore, down by 12.25 per cent 
as compared to Rs 3,152 crore for Q3FY19. In Q3FY20, 
the net profit dropped by 23.91 per cent to Rs 1,060 crore 

 Dec-19 Sep-19 Jun-19 Mar-19 Dec-18
LAST FIVE QUARTERS (`/Cr) Consolidated

Total Income 29197.00 29657.00 29972.13 33745.62 33213.00
Other Income 297.00 287.00 296.07 510.25 270.00
Operating Profit 3661.00 3918.00 3766.01 3949.77 4081.00
Interest 889.00 922.00 956.44 975.45 929.00
Net Profit 1060.00 973.00 1061.72 1179.19 1393.00
Equity 222.00 222.00 222.42 222.39 223.00

 Dec-19 Sep-19 Jun-19 Mar-19 Dec-18
LAST FIVE QUARTERS (`/Cr) Standalone

Total Income 901.20 827.52 857.03 810.27 811.79
Other Income 19.18 26.13 18.62 14.98 17.72
Operating Profit 207.77 176.65 187.31 139.47 135.90
Interest 1.83 1.36 2.16 3.48 0.00
Net Profit 144.74 120.21 114.10 84.12 85.62
Equity 8.84 8.84 8.84 8.84 8.84

Rec. Price `214.70      CMP: `155.55       Percentage: 27.55{{ {{ {{Ticker : 500440       FV: `1             52-Week H/L: `221.2/146.85
HINDALCO

HONEYWELL AUTOMATION INDIA LTD

as against Rs 1,393 crore in Q3FY19. An improvement in 
the industry will generate growth and Hindalco will also be 
able to benefit from the strategic expansions undertaken as 
part of Hindalco-Novelis. Hence, we recommend a HOLD.

✓ Current Observation: Dabur is trading strong in a weak market 
condition. After a five-week base formation, it reached to a new lifetime 
high. The stock is trading in higher highs and higher lows fashion since 
May 2018 but it has never formed a lower low on a weekly basis over a 
decade. 

✓ As the price is trading above the prior pivot, all the moving averages are 
trending up. The 50-DMA is working as a support several times. The 14 
period RSI is also moving in an up trending fashion by forming higher 
highs and higher lows and it is in a super bullish zone. 

✓ The MACD is also above the zero line and signal line. The histogram 
also suggests that the bullish momentum is picking up. The directional 
index ADX is also at a decent level of 24.44 on a weekly chart. The +DI 
is above the –DI and is indicating that the bullish strength is more in the stock. 

✓ The stock is also meeting all the CANSLIM criteria. Its price relative strength is at 86 and EPS is at 75. The good buyer's demand shows 
an institutional interest in the stock. The Return on Equity (ROE) is as high as 32 per cent. Consistent sales and EPS growth makes 
the stock fundamentally attractive. 

✓ Buy this stock at Rs 517.90 with a stop-loss of Rs 488. The short-term target is placed at Rs 550-Rs 565.

STOCK STRATEGY   

   BSE Code ......  500096 Target 1 .... `550       |        Target 2 .... `565      |      Stoploss.... `488 

DABUR INDIA   .................................. BUY ....................... CMP `517.90

We had recommended for buying the stock of Titan Company 
Ltd at Rs 1,279.05 in issue no. 19 (dated March 2, 2020). Post 
our recommendation, the stock did not sustain at higher levels 
and on intraday basis, it slipped below the stop-loss level but 
on closing basis, it has managed to close above the stop-loss 

level. Currently, the stock is hovering around 50-day EMA. 
However, we can expect to see smart up moves if it closes 
above Rs 1,270-level. We would advise our readers to hold this 
stock with a stop-loss of Rs 1,235 on closing basis, as the stock 
is likely to move higher from the current levels.

REVIEW OF STOCK STRATEGY
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SENTIMENT INDICATORS 

Sectoral Sentiment Indicator : 
This indicator basically interprets the number of stocks in the 
sectoral indices trading above/below their 200-day moving 
averages. This will help us to know which of the sectors are 
improving their performance. On a WoW comparison basis, 
the sectoral index Nifty Financial Services and Nifty Media has 
seen a substantial decline as 20 per cent each of the stocks have 
managed to close below their 200-DMAs, followed by Nifty 
Auto and Nifty FMCG by 13.34 per cent each. Among Nifty 
Realty, about 10 per cent of the stock constituents had moved 
below their 200-DMA as well as Nifty Bank and Nifty PSU 
Bank, where 8.33 per cent each component moved below the 
crucial 200-DMA. Nifty Metal index saw a minor dip in the 
stock, as stock trading above its 200-DMA fell to 26.66 per cent 
from 33.33 per cent last week. Nifty IT, Nifty Pharma and Nifty 
Private Bank remains unchanged on WoW comparison. Nifty 
Auto is consistently witnessing new addition in stocks, which 
are trading below their 200-DMAs since the last five weeks. In 
Nifty Auto Index, on a cumulative basis, almost 66.67 per cent 
constituents have managed to close below their 200-DMAs in 
the last five weeks. Among the constituents of Nifty Financial 

Services index, almost 55 per cent of the stocks were trading 
below their 200-DMA while last week, the stocks were trading 
above its 200-DMA by an average of 2.93 per cent but in the 
current week, we have seen a correction in the stocks by an aver-
age of 6.87 per cent. With this, in the current week, the index 
itself has managed to close below its 200-DMA. The current 
structure of Nifty Pharma looks interesting as among the con-
stituents of index, almost 60 per cent stocks are trading below 
their 200-DMAs, despite of that, on Wednesday, the index has 
managed to close above its 200-DMA.

200-DMA Indicator :  
This indicator measures the percentage of Nifty 50 stocks 
that are trading above/below their 200-day simple moving 
averages. The 200-DMA is considered important as it is one 
of the basic technical indicators that can be used to determine 
the long-term trend of a security. Almost 30 per cent of the 
stocks that constitute Nifty 50-the equity benchmark index, 
are trading above their 200-DMAs while, 70 per cent of the 
stocks are trading below their 200-DMAs. In the last five trad-
ing sessions, BPCL, HDFC, JSW Steel, Reliance, SBIN and 
ULTRACEMCO have closed below their 200-DMA, while 
on the flip side, POWERGRID has managed to close above 
200-DMA. On a WoW comparison basis, we observed that 
10 per cent of the stocks have managed to close below their 
200-DMAs. For the first time since September 2019, Reliance 
Industries has managed to close below its 200-DMA and 
since October 2019, HDFC has managed to close below its 
200-DMA. From the all-time high level to the low of March 
02, 2020, Nifty index has witnessed almost 1,394.25 points 
or 11.21 per cent downward move and this downward move 

was not only quantitative in nature but also qualitative as 
almost 42 per cent stocks have closed below their 200-DMAs 
since January 17, 2020. With this, the current ratio of stocks, 
trading above/below its 200-DMA, stands at 30:70, which is 
the lowest since September 20, 2019. Going ahead, consider-
ing that the majority of the stocks and index itself are trading 
below its 200-DMA, the traders should adopt a sell on rise 
strategy in the market citing the ongoing weakness.

Indicator To Gauge Internal Strength : 
This indicator helps us to gauge the internal strength of the mar-
ket. Among Nifty 500 stocks, a higher number of stocks reaching 
52-week highs and lesser stocks hitting 52-week lows represent 
a bull market. The opposite suggests a bear market. On a WoW 
comparison, the previous week's average ratio was 19:30 and in 
the current week, the average ratio is 4:71 where, on an average, 
four stocks touched new 52-week highs while, 71 stocks hit new 
52-week lows. On October 09, 2019, Nifty 500 index has marked 
the low of 9,008.85 at a time when the ratio of stocks making new 
52-week high/low stood at 4:40, where four stocks have touched 
new 52-week highs while, 40 stocks hit new 52-week lows. On 
Monday, the index has marked the low of 9,105 which is 96.15 
points or 1.06 per cent above from the low of October 09, 2019 
but the current ratio is 5:77, which clearly indicates that there is 
a broad participation in the downfall. Meanwhile, one interesting 
fact that comes into notice in the current week is the average num-
ber of stocks making 52-week low, which was highest since August 

2019. With this, on Friday, almost 10 per cent of the stocks from 
Nifty 500 space marked new 52-week low, which is highest since 
August 26, 2019. This clearly suggests that the internal strength 
of markets continue to deteriorate and further deterioration in the 
ratio would raise the risk of a more meaningful correction.

200-DMA INDICATOR

Sectoral Sentiment Indicator

Indicator to gauge internal strength

*LEGEND: n  DMA - Daily Moving Average. n MACD - Moving Average Convergence Divergence n RMI - Relative Momentum Index 
n  ROC - Rate of Change n  RSI - Relative Strength Index (Closing price as of Mar 04, 2020)
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Technicals

SPOT NIFTY : Nifty is consolidating after touching 
an important support of 11,000. The price action 
of the last three days is within the limits of Monday 
bar. On Thursday, even though it moved above the 
prior bar high, it did not sustain and closed near the 
day’s low point. As weekly derivative settlement was 
on the cards, the volatility within the range was very 
high. Now, Monday’s high of 11,433 has become an 
important resistance point. If there is any move above 
this level, then Nifty may attempt to fill the gap. On 
the upside, 11,433-11,536 will be a resistance zone. 
We cannot forecast behind this zone for now. It is 
difficult to move above the level as sentiments are at 
rock bottom. On an hourly chart, Nifty has broken out the 
bottom on Thursday morning but did not successfully close 
above 11,356. In a very short-term, this level will act as a resis-
tance. In short, any close above the prior bar high, which is an 
indication of Nifty, is trying to fill the gap area. In any case, if 
Nifty closes below 11,244, which is Thursday’s low, it will be 
an indication of the continuation of downtrend. However, a 
close below 11,000 level will have severe repercussions on the 
market. In current conditions, the indicators may sustain in 
oversold conditions for longer than expected period. Unless 
stronger positive divergences appears and confirms the break-
out, it is better not to venture for a long position.

NIFTY DERIVATIVES: Nifty futures lost 386.45 points or 
3.32 per cent since the last weekly expiry, except on Tuesday; 
otherwise, it closed in negative on all days. Currently, Nifty is 
consolidating after more than 400 points fall in just one day. 
The open interest increased on a flat closing day. Nifty futures 
have actually traded in a discount for the past one week. The 
open interest is increased by 7.36 per cent. The rollovers were 
seen at 9.4 per cent in the first week of March series. For the 

next week, the Put-Call Ratio (PCR) is at 0.87 but, for March 
monthly series, the PCR is much higher, which is at 1.31. Even 
the 10,000 put open interest is also high on the monthly series 
and is indicating that the ‘out of the money’ betting is going 
on. For the next weekly expiry, the highest call open interest is 
at 11,400 strikes, followed by 11,500 strikes. On the put side, 
the highest put open interest is at 11,000 strikes. The total call 
open interest is at 87,42,375 and the total put open interest is 
at 76,18,425. From 11,000 to 11,500 strike calls and 11,050 
to 11,450 puts, have the shorts built up. This means that next 
week, the volatility will increase as high as possible. The above 
normal implied volatility indicates forthcoming choppiness 
in the market. The money calls have an average of 20 IV and 
the puts have more than 25 IV. This high IV at some point 
of time will collapse to a mean level of 13.9. Generally, in 
this scenario, the option premiums will also collapse. Option 
writers will benefit out of this scenario. Besides, India VIX rose 
from 17.77 to 23.25. This is an indication that high volatility 
will prevail for some time and the risk-reward ratio will not 
be favourable for intraday traders. Apply the volatile strategies 
like strangles and straddles to win the market condition.

WHAT LIES AHEAD : NEAR-TERM PICTURE

Stock Symbol  Previous day volume 5-day avg volume Prev Weeks High Prev Weeks Low

STOCK SYMBOL  5-DAY AVG VOLUME RSI STOCK SYMBOL  5-DAY AVG VOLUME RSI

THE 'CALM BEFORE THE STORM' INDICATOR (BOLLINGER BAND SQUEEZE)

 STOCKS NEAR TO 1-2 PER CENT RANGE OF BREAKING MONTHLY H/L.

NEAR PREVIOUS MONTH HIGH NEAR PREVIOUS MONTH LOW

DABUR 3566628 59.88
PIDILITIND 826998 60.53

HDFCAMC 347535 34.33
ICICIPRULI 2068428 33.77

AUBANK 1420792 934596 1201.00 1019.10
ALLCARGO 205304 229680 114.95 105.10
APLLTD 298227 189843 666.20 613.00
ALKEM 94754 92578 2700.00 2561.00
COROMANDEL 126717 278500 629.00 578.60
PERSISTENT 47768 68880 734.00 671.00
LALPATHLAB 483074 230388 1690.00 1590.65
PIIND 169828 194643 1558.00 1438.00
FINPIPE 26512 26436 577.80 535.00
GLAXO 48286 39633 1395.95 1300.00

The Bollinger Band squeeze occurs when volatility falls to low levels and the Bollinger Bands narrow. A volatility contraction or 
narrowing of the bands can foreshadow a significant advance or decline. This scanner helps you to identify such stocks which 
are likely to witness expansion in volatility in the coming days.

Disclaimer: The information contained is not an buy or sell recommendation. (Closing price as of Mar 04, 2020)
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Your Technical Portfolio Guide

Please suggest what should I do with JUBLFOOD I bought at Rs 1,560 for medium-term?
 - Rakesh Kothawade
BOOK PROFIT IN JUBILANT FOODWORKS AT CURRENT MARKET PRICE
Jubilant FoodWorks Ltd is currently trading at Rs 1,709.90. Its 52-week high/low stand at Rs 

What are the prospects of Dredging Corporation? I have bought the shares at Rs 391 
for a long-term. Please let me know. - Sandip Gavali
EXIT DREDGING CORPORATION OF INDIA AT CURRENT MARKET PRICE
Dredging Corporation of India Ltd is currently trading at Rs 270.40 Its 52-week high/low 

I am thinking of entering Tata Power for a long-term investment. Let me know what 
should I do? - Dipesh Khatri
AVOID BUYING TATA POWER FOR NOW
Tata Power Co. Ltd is currently trading at Rs 44.25 Its 52-week high/low stand at Rs 76.90/

I have bought JINDALSTEL at Rs 140 for the medium-term. Should I wait or exit with 
profits? - Navin Sood
BOOK PROFIT IN JINDAL STEEL & POWER AT CURRENT MARKET PRICE
Jindal Steel & Power Ltd is currently trading at Rs 154.30. Its 52-week high/low stand at 

1,973.05/Rs 1,078.05 made on February 03, 2020 and August 23, 2019 respectively. The stock had formed a reversal spinning 
bottom like candlestick pattern as on weekend of August 23, 2019 and thereafter, marked the sequence of higher tops and higher 
bottoms. Recently, the stock had given a breakdown of upward sloping trendline support formed by connecting swing lows from 
October 2019, which suggests a correction before another northward rally. With this trendline breakdown, the stock has also man-
aged to close below its weekly pivot and short-term moving averages, i.e. 20-day EMA and 50-day EMA. Among the momentum 
indicators, the 14-period daily RSI is currently quoting at 41.46 and it is trading below its nine-day average. Interestingly, the 
daily RSI has given a breakdown of head and shoulders pattern, which is also a bearish sign. Moreover, on the directional index, 
the bearish strength is higher than the bullish strength as +DI is below the -DI. Considering all the above factors, we recommend 
you to book profit in Jubilant FoodWorks Ltd at current market price.

stand at Rs 456.70/Rs 265 made on March 06, 2019 and March 04, 2020 respectively. The stock had formed a reversal spinning 
top candlestick pattern as on weekend of January 05, 2018 and thereafter, marked the sequence of lower tops and lower bottoms. 
Considering the weekly time frame, the stock has recently given a breakdown of descending triangle pattern, which suggests a 
further downside momentum. Majorly, the stock is displaying a bearish trend as it is trading below its weekly pivot and short-
long term moving averages, that is, 20-week EMA, 50-week EMA, 100-week EMA and 200-Week EMA. The leading indicator, 
14-period weekly RSI is currently quoting at 35.46 and it is not able to cross 60-mark since January 2018. The weekly and daily 
MACD stays bearish as it is trading below its zero line and signal line. Moreover, the weekly stochastic oscillator is also suggesting 
some bearish strength as per cent K is trading below per cent D. Considering all the above factors, we recommend you to exit in 
Dredging Corporation of India at current market price.

Rs 43.30 made on April 02, 2019 and March 02, 2020 respectively. The stock had formed a reversal spinning top candlestick 
pattern as on weekend of January 12, 2018 and thereafter, marked the sequence of lower tops and lower bottoms with rising 
volumes where the stock hit below its major support at Rs 50 level. Currently, the stock is trading below its 20-week EMA 
(55.25), 50-week EMA (60.30), 100-week EMA (65.80) and 200-week EMA (71.50), which indicates a medium and long-term 
downtrend. The leading indicator, 14-period weekly RSI is currently quoting at 31.55 and it is not able to cross 60-mark since 
January 2018. Considering the daily time frame, currently, the volumes support the falling prices and oscillators are inclined 
southward, which suggests more downside from the current levels. Hence, we recommend you to avoid buying Tata Power for 
now.

Rs 202.40/Rs 91.10 made on February 11, 2020 and August 29, 2018 respectively. The stock had given a neckline breakout of 
Adam & Adam double top pattern as on November 01, 2019 and thereafter, marked the sequence of higher tops and higher 
bottoms. Considering the daily time frame, the stock has recently given the breakdown of upward sloping trendline support, 
which suggests a further downside momentum. Along with this trendline breakdown, the stock has also managed to close below 
its weekly pivot and short and long-term moving averages i.e. 20-day EMA, 50-day EMA, 100-day EMA and 200-day EMA. 
Among the momentum indicators, the 14-period weekly RSI has cooled off after touching the 70 zone and, at present, its 
reading is 49.20. The RSI is trading below its nine-week average and it is in falling mode, which indicates a further downside 
momentum. Considering all the above factors, we recommend you to book profit in Jindal Steel & Power at the current market 
price.

JUBILANT FOODWORKS LTD

DREDGING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD

TATA POWER CO. LTD

JINDAL STEEL & POWER LTD

BSE Code:

BSE Code:

BSE Code:

BSE Code:

533155 

523618  

500400

532286

CMP: `1709.90

CMP: `270.40

CMP: `44.25

CMP: 154.30
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MARKET  CAPSULE

( ` Cr.)

GARNETCONSTR 9.96 9.49 9.04 8.61 8.20 21.46
DEWANHSNGFIN 16.77 15.98 15.22 14.50 13.81 21.43
PANKAJ PIYUS 48.80 46.50 44.30 42.20 40.20 21.39
RUCH SOYAIND 71.20 67.85 64.65 61.60 58.70 21.29
STAND.BATTER 5.13 4.89 4.66 4.44 4.23 21.28

 Mar-04 Mar-03 Mar-02 Feb-28 Feb-27 % Change

CONTINUOUSLY MOVING UP (LAST 5 SESSIONS)

CHANGE OF THE WEEK

Feb 27, 2020
Feb 28, 2020
Mar 02, 2020
Mar 03, 2020
Mar 04, 2020

-

Change

Date Sensex BSE Vol. Nifty50 NSE Vol.
  ( ` Cr.)  ( ` Cr.)

39,745.66
38,297.29
38,144.02
38,623.70
38,409.48

1336.18

2365.97
8354.07
2465.03
2376.66
2624.83

--

11,633.30
11,201.75
11,132.75
11,303.30
11,251.00

--

382.30

40196.6
57254.46
45734.11
43539.42
47151.03

--

    
Indices  27-02-2020 05-03-2020 % Gain/Loss 

MIDCAP  15072.19 14571.06 -3.32
SMALL CAP  14209.48 13591.28 -4.30
AUTO  16179.57 15669.45 -3.15
BANKEX  34681.59 33135.22 -4.46
FMCG  11224.38 11021.17 -1.81
IT  15878.12 15600.32 -1.75
METAL  8862.03 8399.71 -5.22
POWER  1770.57 1765.16 -0.31
REALTY  2198.7 2110.1 -4.03

PERFORMANCE OF OTHER INDICES

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENTS
  FII  DII*

* DII Includes Banks, DFIs, Insurance, New Pension Scheme and MF

 Mar 4, 2020 -2328.89 764.13
 Mar 3, 2020 -300.61 3135.24
 Mar 2, 2020 -3340.85 1138.74
 Feb 28, 2020 -5004.69 7621.16
 Feb 27, 2020 -5349.35 3497.5

ORIENTAL BANK 36.90 47.05 27.51
DEWAN HSG. FIN. 13.81 17.60 27.44
BASF INDIA 1064.70 1205.95 13.27
3M INDIA 20544.80 22869.75 11.32
JOHNSON CON. HIT 2875.65 3200.00 11.28

Company Name 27-Feb-2020 05-Mar-2020  % Chg.
TOP 05 GAINERS

DISH TV 9.47 7.47 -21.12
HFCL 16.1 12.71 -21.06
SPICEJET 87.4 69.4 -20.59
PARAG MILK FOODS 90.6 73.5 -18.87
I T D C 267.35 217.1 -18.80

Company Name 27-Feb-2020 05-Mar-2020  % Chg.
TOP 05 LOSERS

AJANTPHARM 1,543.70 3,450.00
DABUR 525.30 1,748.00
PIDILITIND 1,644.75 1,644.75

BAJAJCON 169.2 95.1

BALMLAWRIE 99 17

CANBK 134 40

CHENNPETRO 96 17.6

DBCORP 108.45 108.45

DBL 291.5 178.6

DISHTV 6.62 6.62

EIHOTEL 121.9 35

EMAMILTD 243 24

FLFL 290 55.3

FRETAIL 272.7 116.1

GAYAPROJ 17.8 17.8

GSFC 57.1 9

INDHOTEL 115.05 34

JISLJALEQS 4.42 4.42

JSWENERGY 53.2 33.8

MAHLIFE 330.05 9.25

MAHSEAMLES 309 14.25

PARAGMILK 71.05 71.05

PRSMJOHNSN 56 3.05

PTC 46.2 27.75

RELCAPITAL 5.76 5.76

SADBHAV 60.05 52

SHK 92.35 92.35

TAKE 81.25 14

VARROC 355.05 355.05

WELSPUNIND 38.1 3

YESBANK 28.05 28.05

ZENSARTECH 131.35 9.35
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